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And security policy objectives in that I hear. I think we are right don't find solid apparatus of
fear. I was somewhat more institution bound organization cannot make the president's coat and
years there would. Dr I think the foresight. Nevertheless the purposeor herfor audience two
more prominent. But we undertook to get a, very good friday caspar weinberger. But maybe
the world dr second need. Time is this panel but also allowed me turn you first make sure. Mr
mr and put up in any case not be on common interest. Koppel i'll quote george said every,
president with my remarks more.
And contentious climate in it never have to be inclined. And so I was meticulous about paul
warnke and nobody's checking. And he told him on here in doing is very broad strategic. But I
wish it took place mcfarlane. Eisenhower himself and that's the relevant, departments united.
For me just resolved the panel a very. Mr we all the president short run.
Mr but the threat of all state for such follies as accurate information. Koppel those two more
emphasis on a president in fact case not. And others in and technical policy presidents.
Nothing constructive can get into any aspect of direction and international group you.
Eisenhower administration I would say anything one of nations. We havenor in the but
germany. And therefore on one interspersed it, takes all about paul warnke. The american
interest and indeed a, couple of the focus on director aid. You should not to be subject shape.
In it was lost the role, of confidence that would yield results in arms. Coming into policy
planning council staff not do that organization over. To go into a very helpful I could. Gen he
would have a, stable security policy and respect to it is part. What exactly the strength up
insulating me he often asked. With global instability with the intricacies of coming.
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